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Official government crime in Iran.
The disappearance of a satirical critic

Hamburg , 09.08.2023, 16:14 Time

USPA NEWS - Every day, the crimes of the Khamenei regime in Iran,
and Ali Khamenei, increase.
It becomes more sorrowful.
The corrupt government of clerics makes the citizens of Iran disappear, kills them, and no one responds.
Mr. Shaker Bouri, a highly knowledgeable and capable young satirical critic, used to criticize the Islamic Republic regime through
satire, focusing on issues such as poverty, corruption, freedom of expression, and basic human rights and equality.
In my opinion, individuals like Shaker Bouri should be praised by governments.
However, in Iran, the government commits new crimes every day and cannot even tolerate satirical critics.
This is concerning.

Shaker, who lived in the city of Abadan was Called by the Ministry of Intelligence of this city a few days ago, despite numerous
witnesses who saw him being taken to this organization
Even with these witnesses,
The government claims that Shaker Bouri is missing!!!

Where is Shaker!
Why No One Answering To His Family ?
What Was His Mistake ?
Whats Going on With This Devil Government?
What They Want From The Greatest Iranian Young People ?
Shame on you Khamenei
Dictators Must Accept Their Falling Down In The End 

After arresting many talented and promising artists, such as Tomaj Salehi, Mohammad Sadeghi, and Saman Yasin,
as well as placing travel bans on many celebrities from Iran, including Homayoun Shajarian, Bahram Radan, and Mani Haghighi,
The Iranian government, due to their minor criticisms, has resorted to committing crimes and has stolen Shaker.
The family of this satirical critic, who resides in the city of Abadan, announced after a week of silence regarding Shaker Bouri, that the
Ministry of Intelligence of this city, which Invited Mr Shaker Bouri, and many people have witnessed that Shaker Bouri has been taken
into there and even they have recorded By Their Mobile when Shaker Going Inside of this Ministry the oppressive intelligence agency
of Iran.

Today, they have been told to declare Shaker Bouri as missing!!!!!!!
This is truly a crime.

Such types of crimes have been quite widespread under the Khamenei regime.
There are still individuals who have been missing in Iran for the past 30 years.

Who should hear the cries of the Iranian people?
How do countries of the world continue to engage with the Islamic regime of Iran after all these horrendous crimes?
How can they accept Iranian IRCG drones easily landing on Ukrainian cities?
Why don't they believe that this regime is becoming more dangerous every day we are passing
How can the IRGC, a terrorist organization, still not be recognized as Terrorism organizations in many countries?
Why do they still not believe that when a government and an individual like Ali Khamenei inflict violence on their own citizens they can
be so much dangerous in the world,
Do you think after all this news the Islamic Republic of Iran Will not do any kind of crime worldwide?
President Benjamin Netanyahu and European and American Countries Must To Stay In the Right side of the History
Iranian People Loves Friendship With all.



The people of Iran are now more than ready for the fall of this regime.
They don't need support From any other countries they simply request that the world refrains from conducting profitable transactions
with the corrupt Islamic Republic regime In Iran for a while.
Thank you for taking the time to read this news.
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